APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Application Development
Move your App to Market Sooner and Ramp Up Profit
Application development projects can be difficult to manage,
while ensuring milestones and retaining hard-won ROI. Quest
can handle the details with our flexible development strategies.
From the agile model to methodically disciplined requirements
gathering, Quest has a team that can meet your specific needs.
Discovery
Working with your team, our business and development consultants
ask the important questions to understand your needs quickly and
to effectively scope and document your high-level solution.
Concept/Design
With the information gleaned from the discovery phase, our
engineers create a development design document and estimate
which includes timelines, deliverables and cost estimates; arming
with the facts to ensure accurate deliverables.
Development
The application is developed, tested and documented. User
and development team documentation options are available
depending on application targets or verticals. You have every
opportunity to review your application and provide feedback.
Testing & QA
Applications are deployed into a beta environment and application
user testing, load testing & quality assurance processes are
performed. Our staff works with you to review and finalize your
documentation while we prepare your application deployment
scripts and provide you with application testing results.
Production/Launch
Whether the application is deployed in one of our many data
centers, at your site, or released through another channel, your
application is launched for client use. We will complete any final
testing and assure stability at this stage.

Application Security
The majority of developers are not security experts, and secure
coding is historically not identified as a priority. Oftentimes,
the arduous task of vulnerability identification and remediation
cannot be successfully addressed by limited IT security resources.
Quest offers a time-saving solution for all types of security testing
- outsourced individual, and enterprise-wide analysis - and for all
types of users - application developers, build managers, quality
assurance (QA) teams, penetration testers, security auditors and
senior management.
Virtual Bench
Quest’s Virtual Bench covers almost every development
technology. Tell us more about your needs and we will offer
customized team solutions that can carry you through the entire
development lifecycle through simple staff augmentation.

Maintenance and Support
Quest can design a dynamic and comprehensive solution to
handle the maintenance and support of your application, whether
you want to handle it all yourself, or would rather not be involved
at all. Quest will work with your specific needs.

Global Reach with Local Support
With tested, proven and successful off- and near-shore
development reach, our partners in the US, Costa Rica, China
and India can save you money on development costs and
offer an ROI hedge during development lifecycles – a valuable
option in today’s business environment. Our on-shore resources
are comprehensive, with hybrid teams and US-based project
managers, so communication and requirements are handled
without complication.

Your Go-to Partner for Application Development

Mobile Development Expertise
With our in-depth experience with Apple iOS, Android and Windows
phones and BlackBerry OS mobile application development, Quest
can get your mobile application to market quickly.

Invest in the Capability, not the Product ®
800.326.4220 | questsys.com/appDevelopment.aspx
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